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MUON COLLIDERS: THE ULTIMATE NEUTIUNO BEAMLINES
Bruce J. King, Brookhaven
u

)

Abstract
It is shown that muon decays in straight seetions of muon
collider rings will mturally produce highly collimated
neutrino beams that can be several orders of magnitude
stronger than the beams at existing accelerators. We discuss possible experimental setups and give a very brief
overview of the physics potential flom such beandines.
Formulae are given fortheneutrino event rates at both short
and long baseline neutrino experiments in these beams.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent feasibfity studies and design work for muon colliders [1] has begun to foeus attention on the exciting physics
possibdities from the uniquely intense neutrino beams at
proposed muon storage rings (muSR) that will use muon
collider technology to produce and store large muon currents. Such muSR include both storage rings dedicated to
neutrino physics and the parasitic use of the accelerator and
collider rings of muon colliders themselves.
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POTENTIAL FOR NEUTRINO
PHYSICS

Theneutrino beamlines can be used for two sorts of neutrino experiments
1. short baseliie (SB) experiments, where the deteetor
is placed close to the neutrino source to obtain the
most intense beam possible and hence gather very
high event statistics of neutrino interactions.
2. long baseline (LB) experiments, where a very massive
neutrino deteetor is placed far away from the neutrino
source, deliberately sacrificing event rate in order to
study baselinedependent properties of the neutrinos
an~ in pandcukw, whether there are “iiavor oscillations” in the types of neutrinos composing the beam.

e,

The large muon currents and tight collimation of the neutrinos results in extremely intense beams - intense enough
even to constitute a potential off-site radiation hazard [2].
This gives several advantages over the neutrino beams produced today from pion decay at accelerator beamliie~
1. event statistics for short-baseline (SB) experiments
that might be three or more orders-of-magnitude
larger than in today’s high-rate neutrino experiments
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24 both higher statistics and longer baselines for long
baseline (LB) experiments
3. extremely well understood and pure two-component
beams with accurately predictable energy spec~ angular divergences and intensities
4. the first high flux eleetron-neutrino
antineutrino beams at high energies

and ele@ron-

5. the possibility of tuning the flavor composition of
the beam by varying the-polarization dire&on of the
muons.
Recent evidence of neutrino oscillations from several
different experiments has resulted in much recent interest
in LB neutrino oscillation experiments. LB experiments at
muSR have the potential [3,4,5] to either convincingly refute or precisely characterize much of today’s evidence for
neutrino oscillations.
SB experiment have a different physics motivation involving several precision measurements that can eontribute
mainly to our understanding of the interactions between elementary particles. In this respec~ they have the potential [3,4,5] to make important measurements have comparable value to (and are complementary to) some of the best
precision measurements at today’s colliderx E,
SLC,
CLEO, Tevatronj HERA and the B factories that are now
coming on-line.
The huge increase h beam intensity allows the use of
novel high-performance SB neutrino detectors that are capable of much better reconstmcting neutrino events than
today’s huge high-rate neutrino detector targets. An example of such a detector [3] is shown in figure 1.
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NEUTRINO PRODUCTION
EVENT RATES

AND

Neutrinos are emitted from the deeay of muons in the collider ring:
P–
+

+
~

vP+K+e–,
~+ve+

~+ .

P

(1)

The thin pencil beams of neutrinos for experiments will
be produced from long straight sections in either the collider ring or a ring dedicated to neutrino physics. From relativistic kinematics, the forward hemisphere in the muon
rest frame will be boostet in the lab fiarn% into a nimow
cone with a characteristic opening half-angle, 0., given in
obvious notation by
lfj-4

O.= sin& =1/y=~=
P
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with
Nlb[events/yr/(kg.km-2)]
1.6 x 10-20x Nfl[yr-l]

&

x x (.Eu[GeV])3

(7. Jty

.

(6)

(The parameter, @O has value 1 exceptforneutrino beams
from muon beams with large angular divergences.)
Reference [6] also tabulates the expected event rates for
plausible muon collider scenarios. These predictions are
reproduced as table l.. Ex&aordinary event samples of 1010
interactions appear plausible for SB experiments at muSR
with muon energies of order 100 GeV or above.
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CONCLUSIONS

- In conclusion the essentially @e neutrino beamlines at

Figure 1: Example of a general purpose SB neutrino detector. A liuman figure in the lower left comer illustrates
its size. The neutrino target is the small horizontal cyliider
at mid-height on the right hand side of the detector. Its radial extent corresponds roughly to the radial spread of the
neutrino pencil beam, which is incident from the right hand
side. Further details are given in reference [3].
‘he decays of muons into neutrinos are very well understood and it is possible [6] to derive simple, approximate
quantitative expressions for the neutrino fluences at experiments and the corresponding experimental event rates in a
given taget.
The neutrino targets at SB experiments might reasonably cover the boosted forward hemisphere of the neutrino
beam. Besides the beam properties, the event rate depends
on the depth of the neutrino targetj 1, in units of gm.cm-2
and on the number of years of data-taking, Y. Thus, a convenient benchmark for the size of neutrino event samples
the beam can produce is N’b, defied as
no. of v events = Nsb[events/~/(gm.

cm-2]) x

@rn.cm-2]

x Y,

(3)

Ref [6] derives the following numerical expression for
NSb in SB detectors satisfying a couple of reasomble assumptions
Nsb[events/~/(gm.cm-2])

muon colliders and the beams from other muSR using
muon col$der technology could provide happy prospects
for the future of neutrino physics.
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= 2 x 10-15 x

Ep[GeV] x Nf[gr-l],

(4)

where the parameter NY is the number of forward-going
muons decaying in the production straight section per year
Similarly, the number of LB events depends on the neutrino beam, the baseline d~tance, I+ from neutrino source
to detector and the detector mass (L) through

Nlb[events/yr/(kg.krn-2)]

no. of v events =
M&g]
x ~L&ml)2 x Y,

(5)

,-

Table 1: Predicted neutrino fluxes and event rates for
muSR’s or muon colliders at seveml energies.
muon ene~, EL
2 Gev
20Gev
50Gev
(p- or) p+/year,NK[lO’O]
3.0
6.0
3.0
fiact.str. sect. leng@ f~~
0.12
0.40
0.30
v ang. diverg., ‘y . 60V
1
1
1
no dump
time to b&i.mdump, tD[~7p]
no dump
no dump
IV’b[evt/yr/(g.cm-2)]
5.1 X 105 3.8X106 6.5X106
2600
1500
1 x Y~/cm2]
for 1010 events 2.0x 104
16
N~b[evt/yr/(kg.km-2]
1.2X lC$ 1.4X105

175Gev
6.0
0.12
1

500Gev
5 TeV
3.2
3.6
0.12
0.03
10
1
.no dump
no dump
0.5
2.7X107 2.3X 107 1.0x 108
370
430
100
6.2X 106 5.0X 105 2.2 X 1010

